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In this paper we consider the variety UF generated by all algebras of
binary relations equipped with the operations of composition, reflexive-
transitive closure, and the empty set and the identity relation as constants.
This variety coincides with the variety generated by the union-free reducts
of Kleene algebras of languages and its free objects are formed by union-
free regular languages, that is, regular languages represented by regular
expressions having no occurrence of +. We show that the variety UF is
not finitely based. The situation does not change if we consider the
variety UF 6 generated by the above algebras of binary relations
equipped with the conversion operation. ] 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Without serious danger of making an overstatement, one can say that algebras
of binary relations are the main algebraic models of automatic computation, that
is, the work of computers. Therefore, they can be listed among the most fundamen-
tal mathematical tools for reasoning about computer programs. This is because on
the abstract level we can consider computer programs to be relations on the set of
states of the computer, each elementary command allowing the machine to enter to
one state from another. This is exactly how Turing machines work, which can also
be seen as computers without any physical limitations on hardware potential.
During the development of the theory of binary relations and their algebras
(which dates back to De Morgan and Peirce some 140 years ago, but really started
to flourish in the early forties with Tarski and his students), further connections
with computer science were discovered. In almost all of these connections, the out-
standing importance of relation algebras with reflexive-transitive closure, especially
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Kleene algebras, was experienced. Maybe the two most striking examples are the
dynamic logics of programs, whose construction relies on Kleene algebras, and the
intimate correspondence of Kleene algebras to the algebraic theory of automata
and formal languages [9]. Namely, free Kleene algebras turn out to be just the
algebras of regular languages, which are known to be precisely the languages
recognized by finite automata.
That Kleene algebras have no finite base of their equations (which are the same
as those pairs of regular expressions representing the same regular language) is a
well-known classical result. Also, several axiomatizations of the variety of Kleene
algebras are known. However, in personal communication with D. A. Bredikhin,
the third author was asked whether the variety UF generated by all algebras
UFRel(A)=(P(A_A), b , rtc, <, 2A) ,
is finitely based, where A is any set, the operations b and rtc are the composition
of relations and the formation of the reflexive-transitive closure, < is the empty
relation, and 2A is the diagonal relation on A. Note that the algebra UFRel(A) is
nothing else but the union-free reduct of the full Kleene relation algebra on A; cf.
Definition 2.1. These algebras can be thought of as abstract models of programs
lacking the possibility of explicit choice, sequencing and iteration being the only
available programming methods. (Nevertheless these programs admit an implicit
nondeterminism by the iteration construct.) In this paper, we give a negative
answer to the above question.
Free algebras in UF can also be represented as language algebras; see Proposi-
tion 2.2. Namely, we are going to call a regular language over an alphabet 7 union-
free if it belongs to the least family of languages over 7 containing < and the
singleton sets [*] and [a], where a # 7 and * denotes the empty word, which is
closed for concatenation and the Kleene star. Clearly, union-free regular languages
are those represented by union-free regular expressions, that is, regular expressions
in which no + appears. Hence, the set of union-free regular languages forms an
algebra UFReg7 when equipped with the operations of concatenation and the
Kleene star and constants < and [*]. Thus, considering equations of UF is the
same as considering equations satisfied by union-free regular languages or, equiv-
alently, Kleene algebra equations not involving +. For this reason, Kleene algebras
and their identities and constructions will be the main tools used in this paper. In
fact, we are going to demonstrate our nonfinite axiomatizability result for UF by
proving a stronger assertion about the formal relationship of Kleene algebra iden-
tities.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 accumulates facts on Kleene algebras
and the equations they satisfy that are necessary for later use. In Section 3 we
propose a generalization of Conway models defined in [17] and present some of
their properties. The main result of the paper is proved in Section 4 by applying
results from the previous two sections to a special type of generalized Conway
model. Also, some further research problems are pointed out. Finally, in Section 5
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we consider the variety UF 6 obtained by taking the operation of conversion of
relations into account. We prove that UF6 is not finitely based either, by using
D4 , the symmetry group of the square, and two of its noncommuting subgroups.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce the basic notions used in the remainder of the paper
and recall some known properties of the defined objects. The main role throughout
the paper is reservedas we already emphasizedfor a special kind of algebra
having great importance in theoretical computer science, called Kleene algebras.
Definition 2.1. Let A be any set. The algebra
Rel(A)=(P(A_A), _, b , rtc, <, 2A)
is called the full Kleene relation algebra on A, where b is the composition (relative
product) and rtc the reflexive-transitive closure of binary relations. A Kleene algebra
is any algebra (K, +, } , *, 0, 1) belonging to the variety KA generated by all
algebras Rel(A).
In a similar fashion, if one adds to Rel(A) the operation 6 of conversion of rela-
tions, the so obtained algebras Rel 6 (A) determine the variety KA 6 of Kleene
algebras with conversion. See [13, 19, 20, 22] for more information about relation
algebras with transitive or reflexive-transitive closure.
Further important examples of Kleene algebras are those formed by languages
over an alphabet 7, that is, subsets of the free monoid 7*.
Definition 2.2. Let 7 be an alphabet. The algebra of languages over 7 is the
following algebra
Lang7=(P(7*), +, } , *, <, [*]) ,
where + is the union, } is the concatenation of languages defined for L1 , L2 7*
by
L1L2=[w1w2 : w1 # L1 , w2 # L2],
and * is the Kleene star operation, i.e.,
L*= :
n0
Ln (L0=[*]),
for every L7*. Also, it is customary to use the notation L+ for LL*. The sub-
algebra of Lang7 generated by singletons [a] for a # 7 (or equivalently, by all finite
languages) is denoted by Reg7 . Its elements are called regular languages over 7.
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That language algebras are indeed Kleene algebras is a consequence of the
following general fact. Moreover, as the proof below shows, they are embeddable
into full Kleene relation algebras and thus representable in the sense of being
isomorphic to algebras of binary relations.
Lemma 2.1. Let S be any semigroup. Then M(S)=(P(S1), _, } , *, <, [1]) ,
where } is the complex multiplication and * is the generation of a submonoid, is a
Kleene algebra.
Proof. Consider the mapping !: P(S1)  P(S 1_S 1) defined for every AS1
by
!(A)=[(s, sa): s # S 1, a # A]= .
a # A
\a ,
where \a denotes the right translation of the monoid S 1. It is a routine matter to
show that ! is, in fact, an embedding of M(S) into Rel(S1). K
Remark. Similarly, the union-free reduct of M(S) can be shown to belong to the
variety UF and thus the language algebra
UFLang7=(P(7*), } , *, <, [*])
is a member of UF. It is not hard to see that the algebra UFReg7 defined in the
introduction is just the subalgebra of UFLang7 generated by [[a]: a # 7].
The crucial connection of regular languages and Kleene algebras is the one given
below.
Proposition 2.1 (Kozen [14, 16]). Reg7 is the free Kleene algebra on 7, freely
generated by the map a [ [a], a # 7.
In a quite analogous way, one can prove the following fact.
Proposition 2.2. UFReg7 is the UF-free algebra on 7, freely generated by the
map a [ [a], a # 7.
Recall that terms of the similarity type of Kleene algebras are conventionally
called regular expressions. A language L is represented by a regular expression p if
L is the value of p under the map from Proposition 2.1. It is worth noting the com-
bined effect of this proposition and Lemma 2.1, which is as follows.
Lemma 2.2. If regular expressions p and q represent the same regular language,
then M(S) satisfies the identity p=q.
Therefore, the equational theory of the variety KA coincides with the identities
holding for regular languages, the latter is easily seen to be the same as the iden-
tities holding for all languages (thus algebras Lang7 also generate the variety KA).
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This allows the study of equations of KA in more detail. For example, it is an easy
exercise to see that KA satisfies the axioms of unitary semirings [12, 15, 18], as
well as the following equations:
(x+ y)*=(x*y)* x*, (1)
(xy)*=1+x( yx)* y, (2)
1*=1. (3)
The first two equations are called the Conway identities, while (3) is the |-idempotent
law.
Definition 2.3. A unitary semiring equipped with a unary operation * is called
a *-semiring. A *-semiring satisfying (1) and (2) is a Conway *-semiring [3, 7, 12].
Finally, a *-semiring in which (3) is true is an |-idempotent *-semiring.
Note that any |-idempotent Conway *-semiring is idempotent. i.e., it satisfies the
equation x+x=x.
The question whether the equations of (regular) languages are finitely based, that
is, whether there is a finite set of equations that holds for languages such that all
others can be formally deduced from it by means of equational logic [5, 19], was
probably the main motivating force of research in this field. It seems that Redko
was the first to prove the following result.
Theorem 2.1 (Redko [23]). The variety KA is not finitely based.
Related references for the above theorem are [6, 8, 25], where several proofs can
be found. For a more recent result see also [1]. Chapter III of Salomaa’s book
[26] gives an account of the facts known until 1969. However, one may wish to see
what a nontrivial (infinite) base of KA looks like. This problem was open for a
long time, though the pioneering work of Conway [6] and his conjectures were the
guiding line that eventually led to a solution. But before quoting it, we need to
review group matrix equations, which will also be used in Section 4.
Definition 2.4. Let M be an n_n matrix whose entries are regular expressions.
We define the matrix M* by induction on n.
(1) For n=1 and M=[r] we define M*=[r*].
(2) Suppose n=k+1, k1, and
M=_AC
B
D& ,
where the dimensions of the blocks A and D are k_k and 1_1, respectively (while
the dimensions of B and C are forced). In that case,
M*=_ (A+BD*C)(D+CA*B)* CA*
(A+BD*C)* BD*
(D+CA*B)* & .
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Definition 2.5 (Conway [6]). Let G=[g1 , ..., gn] be a finite group. Define the
matrix MG=[mij]n_n over the set of variables [x1 , ..., xn] as follows:
mij=xk if and only if g i gk= gj .
If :n denotes the 1_n row matrix with 1 as the first entry and 0 as other entries,
and if ;n denotes the n_1 column matrix consisting entirely of 1’s, then the group
matrix equation associated with G is the equation
:n(MG)* ;n=(x1+ } } } +xn)*.
We denote this equation by P(G).
As the nature of the above definitions suggests, it is rather unpleasant to attempt
any direct verification of group matrix identities in a given *-semiring. Fortunately,
there is a much more practical way to do that, provided we are given an |-idempo-
tent Conway *-semiring, which is the case we most often deal with when group
matrix equations are involved. The equivalence below was stated (but not proved)
by Conway [6]. Here we rephrase Corollary 15.6 from [17], where the main part
of the proof was credited to Platieau [21].
Proposition 2.3 (Conway’s meta-rule, Krob [17]). Let K be an |-idempotent
Conway *-semiring,  its natural idempotent semiring order (ab if and only if
a+b=b), and G a finite group. Then K satisfies the identity P(G) if and only if for
any family [ag : g # G] of elements of K which satisfies the conditions
(1) agahagh for all g, h # G,
(2) a1*=a1 ,
it follows that (g # G ag)*=g # G ag .
Now we arrive at the main result of [17], which confirmed a conjecture of
Conway [6].
Theorem 2.2 (Krob [17]). The equations defining |-idempotent Conway
*-semirings together with all group matrix equations P(G) form an equational base
for KA.
As it was shown in [17], it suffices to take only the identities P(G) for all finite
simple groups. Later, some generalizations of this fact (in particular, a full charac-
terization of classes of finite groups which produce bases for KA) were considered
in [4, 10]. Also, another axiomatization of KA was given by Bloom and E sik [2],
where the result is obtained in the broader context of iteration theories [3]. But
there is another reduction of the equational base of KA given in the above
theorem we will be interested in.
Proposition 2.4 (Krob [17]). The equations defining |-idempotent Conway
*-semirings together with the equations P(Sn) for all n1, where Sn is the symmetric
group of permutations of degree n, form an equational base for KA.
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3. A GENERALIZATION OF CONWAY MODELS
In this section we first recall a special kind of algebra constructed from finite
groups called Conway models. They were implicitly used in Conway [6] in order
to show that the identities of regular languages are not finitely based. Explicitly,
they were introduced and named by Krob [17], who exploited them for proving
several results on the mutual independence of the group matrix equations, with
Conway identities involved. A brief account is given of Krob’s results which will be
needed in our proofs.
We proceed then by considering a generalization of Conway models. In our con-
struction, a finite group is accompanied with an arbitrary finite semigroup. We
exhibit some sufficient conditions under which the considered algebras are |-idem-
potent Conway *-semirings. One of these models will be the key witness to prove
that UF has no finite base for its equations.
Definition 3.1. Let G be a finite group and F a family of its subgroups. The
Conway model for G and F is the algebra
CF (G)=(P(G _ []), _, } , *, <, [1]) ,
where g=g== for all g # G, the product AB is the complex product
defined by
AB=[ab: a # A, b # B],
for all A, BG _ [], and 1 denotes the identity element of G, while the star
operation is defined in the following way,
A*={(A)(A) _ []
if (A) # F,
otherwise,
for all AG _ [], where (A) is the submonoid of G _ [] generated by A.
Thus, <*=[1], whenever the trivial group [1] belongs to F. It could be noted
that the underlying algebra in the Conway model above is the semigroup
G=G _ [] which is often called a 0-group, because it is obtained by adjoining
a zero element  to the group G. Starting with this 0-group, we make an algebra of
its complexes (subsets). The family F of subgroups of G is relevant only for defining
the star of a complex.
It is easy to see that CF (G) is always a *-semiring and that it is |-idempotent
whenever F contains the trivial subgroup [1]. Krob [17] characterizes those
families of subgroups of a given group for which the corresponding Conway model
satisfies (1) and (2), respectively.
Proposition 3.1 (Krob [17]). Let F be a family of subgroups of a finite group
G which contains [1]. Then CF (G) satisfies (1) if and only if for each H # F and a
subgroup KH we have K # F (i.e., F is an ideal in the lattice of subgroups of G).
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Proposition 3.2 (Krob [17]). Let F be a family of subgroups of a finite group
G which contains [1]. Then CF (G) satisfies (2) if and only if for all g # G and each
H # F it follows that g&1Hg # F (i.e., the family F is stable for conjugation).
In [17], Krob also exhibits many interesting properties of Conway models. For
example, when G is a finite simple group and F the family of all its proper sub-
groups, then CF (G) satisfies a matrix identity P(H) if and only if G does not divide
H. Also, if for a finite group G one takes F to be the family of all solvable sub-
groups of G, then the resulting Conway model satisfies all matrix equations
associated with finite solvable groups.
The key idea of Conway models was to attach the additional element  to cer-
tain subgroups generated by some sets of group elements in the evaluation of the
star operation. The goal thus achieved is that we let the structural properties of
groups affect the equations satisfied by the considered models. Nevertheless, it
turned out that the Conway models are not powerful enough to yield the nonfinite
axiomatizability result for the equations of union-free regular languages. Thus we
shall immediately move on to a generalization of Conway models, hoping they will
admit the more subtle analysis we need at this occasion.
Definition 3.2. Let G be a finite group and S a finite semigroup (we assume
that G & S=<). Let GS be a semigroup defined on G _ S such that for all g # G
and s # S we have gs=sg=s, while the rest of the multiplication is induced from
G and S, respectively (in semigroup theory, this is known as the ideal extension of
the semigroup S by G, because S is an ideal of GS and the Rees quotient GSS
is just the 0-group G). Assume that to each subgroup H of G ether a sub-
semigroup TH of S or the empty set < is associated (i.e., we have a mapping T
from the family of all subgroups of G into the family of all subsemigroups of S
including <). Then we define the generalized Conway model
MT (G, S)=(P(GS), _, } , *, <, [1]) ,
where AB is again the complex product of A, BGS and 1 is the identity element
of G. The star is defined in two steps. First, if AG, then
A*=((A)) _ T((A)) .
Of course, here ((A)) denotes the subgroup of G generated by A, which, when A
is nonempty, is the same as the subsemigroup of G generated by A. Thus, from now
on (( } )) will denote the generation of a subgroup of G, while we let ( } ) denote
the generation of a subsemigroup of GS. In particular, ((<))=[1] and (<)=<.
Finally, for any AGS we define
A*=( (A & S) _ (A & G)*).
For convenience, we introduce the notation 1(A)=A & G and 7(A)=A & S. The
sets 1(A) and 7(A) are called the group part and the semigroup part of A.
A brief look at the above definition yields a few simple, but useful observations.
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Lemma 3.1. Let MT (G, S) be a generalized Conway model and A, B two of its
arbitrary elements. Then the following equalities hold:
1(A _ B)=1(A) _ 1(B), (4)
1(AB)=1(A) 1(B), (5)
1(A*)=((1(A))) , (6)
7(A _ B)=7(A) _ 7(B), (7)
7(AB)=7(A) B _ A7(B), (8)
7(A*)=(7(A) _ 7(1(A)*)). (9)
Remark. Note that formula (8) can be written in different forms, depending on
whether the group parts of A and B, respectively, are empty or not. For example,
if 1(A) and 1(B) are both nonempty, then
7(AB)=7(A) 7(B) _ 7(A) _ 7(B).
On the other hand, if 1(A)=1(B)=<, then 7(AB)=7(A) 7(B).
Starting with generalized Conway models, one can easily move to ordinary ones
by means of quotients with respect to certain congruences. Let %S denote the con-
gruence relation of MT (G, S) generated by the set of pairs [([s1], [s2]): s1 ,
s2 # S]. Note that this congruence identifies two sets A, BGS if and only if
1(A)=1(B) and either 7(A)=7(B)=< or 7(A) 7(B){<.
Lemma 3.2. Let MT(G, S) be a generalized Conway model and
F=[HG : TH=<].
Then MT (G, S)%S $CF (G).
The above obvious fact splits the equation checking procedure in generalized
Conway models in two parts, which, however, substantially simplifies the situation.
Proposition 3.3. Let p= p(x1 , ..., xn) and q=q(x1 , ..., xn) be two regular
expressions. Then MT (G, S) satisfies the identity p=q if and only if CF (G) satisfies
the identity p=q with F defined as in Lemma 3.2, and for all A1 , ..., An GS we have
7( p(A1 , ..., An))=7(q(A1 , ..., An)).
Proof. If p=q holds in MT (G, S), it clearly holds in its quotient CF (G). The
second condition follows obviously. Conversely, if p=q fails to be true in
MT (G, S), then p(A1 , ..., An){q(A1 , ..., An) for some A1 , ..., An GS. But the
assumption that p=q holds in CF (G) implies
1( p(A1 , ..., An))=1(q(A1 , ..., An)),
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because (A, B) # %S obviously yields 1(A)=1(B). Hence, in case the above
assumption is true, it must be
7( p(A1 , ..., An)){7(q(A1 , ..., An)),
which proves the proposition. K
It is obvious that a generalized Conway model satisfies the |-idempotent law if
and only if T[1]=<. Our aim is to find special classes of generalized Conway
models for which we can prove the last condition of Proposition 3.3 above, when
p=q is either (1) or (2), respectively. This is done in the following two proposi-
tions.
Definition 3.3. A generalized Conway model MT (G, S) is *-monotone if for
every two subgroups H, K of G, HK implies THTK .
Proposition 3.4. Let A, B be two elements of an |-idempotent *-monotone
generalized Conway model MT (G, S). Then 7((A _ B)*)=7((A*B)*A*).
Proof. First of all, note that, according to Lemma 3.5, we have
7((A _ B)*)=(7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*))
and
7((A*B)* A*)=7((A*B)*) 7(A*) _ 7((A*B)*) _ 7(A*),
because the group parts of starred sets are always nonempty. Continuing the
calculation, we have
7((A*B)*)=(7(A*B) _ 7((1(A*B))*)) ,
where
7(A*B)=7(A*) B _ A*7(B)
=7(A*) B _ 7(B) _ 7(A*) 7(B)=7(A*) B _ 7(B),
and 7(A*) is given by (9).
We consider two cases.
First, let 1(B)=< and for brevity denote P=7(A) _ 7(1(A)*) and Q=7(B),
so that 7(A*)=(P) . By the above equalities, we have
7((A _ B)*)=(P _ Q),
which is just the value of the regular expression ( p+q)+ in M(S) under the inter-
pretation p [ P, q [ Q. On the other hand, we obtain (since B=7(B),
1(A*B)=< and T[1]=<)
7(A*B)=(P) Q _ Q,
7((A*B)*)=((P) Q _ Q) ,
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and
7((A*B)* A*)=((P) Q _ Q)(P) _ ((P) Q _ Q) _ (P) ,
which is the value of ( p+q+q)+ p++( p+q+q)++ p+ in M(S) for the same
interpretation of letters as above. But it is clear that these two regular expressions
represent the same regular language (the first term of the latter expression
represents all words ending with p and containing at least one letter q, the second
term represents all words ending with q, while the third term represents nonempty
words without q’sand this amounts to all nonempty words over [ p, q]). By
Lemma 2.2, M(S) satisfies the identity p=q and therefore this case is proved.
Now assume that 1(B){<. First we have 7(A)7(A*), which (because in this
case we have 7(A*B)=7(A*) 7(B) _ 7(A*) _ 7(B)) implies
7(A)7(A*B).
Then note that
1((A*B)*)=((1(A*B))) =((1(A*) 1(B)))=((((1(A))) 1(B))) ,
where the right-hand side is easily seen to be equal to ((1(A) _ 1(B))) (see, for
example, the proof of Proposition 16.3 in [17]). Hence,
7(1(A*B)*)=T((1(A*B)))=T((1(A) _ 1(B)))=7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*).
Since the star operation is monotone, it follows that
7(1(A)*)7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*);
thus
7(1(A)*)7(1(A*B)*).
Summing up, we have just proved that
7(A*)=(7(A) _ 7(1(A)*))(7(A*B) _ 7(1(A*B)*))=7((A*B)*),
so the previous formula for 7((A*B)*A*) reduces to
7((A*B)* A*)=7((A*B)*)=(7(A*B) _ 7((1(A*B))*))
=(7(A*) 7(B) _ 7(A*) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*)) .
Now it is quite easy to see that the above subsemigroup of S is the same as
(7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*)), using 7(A*) 7(B)(7(A*) _ 7(B)), formula
(9), and the monotonicity of the star. Indeed,
7(A*) 7(B)=(7(A) _ 7(1(A)*)) 7(B)
(7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*)) 7(B)
(7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*)) ,
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and similarly,
7(A*)=(7(A) _ 7(1(A)*))(7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*)),
proving that (7(A*) 7(B) _ 7(A*) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*)) is included in
(7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) _ 1(B)]*)) . Since the opposite inclusion is immediate,
the proof in the second case is complete. K
Definition 3.4. A generalized Conway model MT (G, S) is conjugation-stable if
for all g # G and any HG, TH=Tg&1Hg .
Proposition 3.5. Let A, B be two elements of an |-idempotent conjugation-
stable generalized Conway model MT (G, S). Then 7((AB)*)=7(A(BA)* B).
Proof. In general, we have
7((AB)*)=(7(AB) _ 7([1(A) 1(B)]*))
and
7((BA)*)=(7(BA) _ 7([1(B) 1(A)]*)) .
Regarding the emptiness of 1(A) and 1(B) three possible cases can occur.
First, assume 1(A)=1(B)=<. In this particular case 7((AB)*)=(7(A) 7(B))
and 7((BA)*)=(7(B) 7(A)) , and also
7(A(BA)* B)=7(A) 7(B) _ 7(A)(7(B) 7(A)) 7(B).
Since the identity (ab)+=ab+a(ba)+ b obviously holds for regular languages,
Lemma 2.2 applies by assigning a [ 7(A) and b [ 7(B).
The second case is when 7(A){<, but 1(B)=< (the case when 1(A)=< and
1(B){< is symmetric and thus completely analogous). Now we have the follow-
ing situation:
7((AB)*)=(7(B) _ 7(A) 7(B)),
7((BA)*)=(7(B) _ 7(B) 7(A)).
A repeated use of formula (8) for computing the semigroup part of the product
yields
7(A(BA)* B)=7(A)(7(B) _ 7(B) 7(A)) 7(B)
_ (7(B) _ 7(B) 7(A)) 7(B) _ 7(A) 7(B) _ 7(B).
The result in this case is a consequence of Lemma 2.2 and the following identity
satisfied by the regular languages:
(b+ab)+=a(b+ba)+ b+(b+ba)+ b+ab+b.
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Finally, suppose 1(A) and 1(B) are not empty. In this case
7((AB)*)=(7(AB) _ 7([1(A) 1(B)]*))
=(7(A) 7(B) _ 7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) 1(B)]*))
=(7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(A) 1(B)]*))
and analogously,
7((BA)*)=(7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(B) 1(A)]*)).
The expansion for 7(A(BA)* B) is as follows:
7(A(BA)* B)=7(A) 7((BA)*) 7(B) _ 7(A) 7((BA)*)
_ 7((BA)*) 7(B) _ 7(A) 7(B) _ 7(A) _ 7((BA)*) _ 7(B).
But clearly 7(A), 7(B)7((BA)*), so the above equality reduces to
7(A(BA)* B)=7((BA)*)=(7(A) _ 7(B) _ 7([1(B) 1(A)]*)).
One can prove that the sets of group elements 1(A) 1(B) and 1(B) 1(A) generate
subgroups of G which are conjugated to each other (see the proof of Proposi-
tion 16.4 in [17]). Thus T((1(A) 1(B))) =T((1(B) 1(A))) and so
7([1(A) 1(B)]*)=7([1(B) 1(A)]*),
which ends the proof of the proposition. K
Remark. The converse statements of Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 are also true for
|-idempotent generalized Conway models and the counterexamples are essentially
the same as in Propositions 16.3 and 16.4 of [17], while the argument should be
appropriately adjusted: for example, if HK and s # TH"TK , then s # 7((K*H)* K*),
but s  7((K _ H)*)=7(K*)=TK . We did not emphasize these converse state-
ments because they have no importance outside this section. However, this remark
serves to explain the ‘‘only if ’’ part of the theorem below.
Theorem 3.1. A generalized Conway model MT (G, S) is an |-idempotent Con-
way *-semiring if and only if it is *-monotone, conjugation-stable, and satisfies the
condition T[1]=<.
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ part is discussed in the above remark. Therefore, assume
that the generalized Conway model MT (G, S) is |-idempotent (T[1]=<),
*-monotone and conjugation-stable. Consider the family of subgroups of G defined
by F=[HG: TH=<]. The given conditions imply that the complement of this
family is a filter of the lattice of subgroups of G which is closed for conjugation. But
then F is an ideal of the same lattice, which is closed for conjugation, too. By
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Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, it follows that the Conway model CF (G) is an |-idempotent
Conway *-semiring. The theorem now follows immediately from Propositions 3.3,
3.4, and 3.5. K
4. NONFINITE AXIOMATIZABILITY OF UNION-FREE REGULAR LANGUAGES
To prove the main result of this paper (stated in the title of this section), we focus
our interest to one particular type of generalized Conway model.
Definition 4.1. Let p<q be prime numbers. By M( p, q) we shall denote the
Conway model MT (Zpq , 03), where Zpq is the cyclic group of order pq and 03 is
the following 3-element semigroup:
1 2 3
1 1 1 1
2 3 2 3
3 3 2 3
(It is not hard to see that 03 is isomorphic to the semigroup presented by (a, b:
a2=a, b2=b, ab=a) .) Of course, Zpq has four subgroups: two trivial ones and
subgroups that can be identified with the cyclic groups Zp and Zq , respectively. So,
to determine the star operation, it suffices to define the ‘‘attached’’ subsemigroups
of 03 for these four subgroups. In M( p, q), these are T[1]=<, TZp=[1],
TZq=[2], and TZpq=03 .
The major benefit of the work done in the previous section is that we
immediately have
Lemma 4.1. For any prime numbers p<q, M( p, q) is an |-idempotent Conway
*-semiring.
Now we are aiming to prove more: namely, if p and q are large enough, then
M( p, q) satisfies some of the group matrix identities associated with symmetric
permutation groups.
Proposition 4.1. Let n be a positive integer p, q prime numbers such that n<
p<q, and S any ( finite) semigroup. If the generalized Conway model MT (Zpq , S) is
|-idempotent and *-monotone, then MT (Zpq , S) satisfies the identity P(Sn)
associated with the symmetric permutation group Sn of degree n.
Proof. According to Proposition 2.3, it suffices to prove that for any family
[A_ : _ # Sn] of elements of MT (Zpq , S) (that is, subsets of Zpq _ S) such that
A_ A{ A_ b { for all _, { # Sn and A*id=A id (id is the identical permutation of n
letters), the equality A*=A holds, where A=_ # Sn A_ .
First note that
A2=AA=\ ._ # Sn A_+\ .{ # Sn A{+= ._, { # Sn A_A{  ._, { # Sn A_ b {=A.
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Also, since A*id=Aid , it follows that 1 # Aid and so 1 # A. These conclusions show
that A must be a subsemigroup of ZSpq containing the identity element of Zpq , that
is, a union of a subgroup of Zpq and a subsemigroup of S. It follows that 1(A*)=
1(A) and hence, it only remains to prove that 7(A*)=7(A). Recall that
7(A*)=(7(A) _ 7(1(A)*)) But 1(A) is a subgroup of Zpq , so 7(1(A)*)=T1(A) .
Thus our goal is to show that T1(A) 7(A) holds (because in that case 7(A*)=
(7(A)) =7(A)).
Now we have four cases to consider. First, if 1(A)=[1], then T1(A)=< and
there is nothing to prove. Further, suppose 1(A)=Zp . Let 1, a, a2, ..., a pq&1 denote
the elements of Zpq . Then aq # Zp=1(A)A; thus there exists _ # Sn such that
aq # A_ . Let k be the order of the permutation _ in Sn . We have
akq=(aq)k # A_A_ } } } A_
k times
A_k=Aid .
But k | n ! and n<p; hence the element akq also generates Zp . It follows that
Zp((1(A id))) . Therefore,
TZp T((1(Aid ))) (1(Aid))*A*id=A id A,
because MT (Zpq , S) is *-monotone. The case 1(A)=Zq we handle mutatis
mutandis, using the fact that n<q. Finally, assume that 1(A)=Zpq . Similarly as
above, we have that a # A_ for some _ # Sn . If k is the order of _ in Sn , we conclude
that ak # A id . However, k | n ! and n<p<q, so ((ak))=Zpq and 1(Aid)=Zpq . The
latter obviously implies TZpq 7(A*id)=7(Aid)7(A), which was to be proved. K
At last, we are now in possession of all ingredients necessary to exhibit the main
result of the paper.
Theorem 4.1. There is no finite set of equations holding in KA that would prove
all valid equations of UF in one variable. Thus, the variety UF is not finitely based.
Consequently, there is no finite base for the equations of union-free regular languages.
Proof. Assume to the contrary, namely that there is a finite set of equations that
hold in KA such that any valid equation of UF can be derived from this finite
set by the rules of equational logic. By Proposition 2.4 and the compactness of
equational logic, and since in conjunction with the |-idempotent Conway *-semiring
axioms any group matrix equation P(Sn) associated with the symmetric permuta-
tion group Sn of degree n implies any equation P(Sm), for all m<n (see the note
following Corollary 13.6 of [17]), we may as well assume that this finite set consists
of the |-idempotent Conway *-semiring axioms and the group matrix equation
P(Sn0) for some n01.
Now let p, q be primes such that n0<p<q. By Lemma 4.1, the generalized Con-
way model M( p, q) is an |-idempotent Conway *-semiring. By Proposition 4.1
above, M( p, q) satisfies P(Sn0). It follows that the union-free reduct of M( p, q)
satisfies all equations of UF and thus belongs to UF. On the other hand, consider
the equation
(x p)* (xq)*=(xq)* (x p)*.
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This identity is obviously true in UF. However, it fails in M( p, q), because if one
substitutes [a] for x (where a is a generating element of Zpq), then the left-hand
side evaluates to Zpq _ [1 , 2 , 3], while the right-hand side becomes
Zpq _ [1 , 2], a contradiction. K
Remark. Note that in the above theorem it makes absolutely no difference
whether or not the similarity type of UF contains any of the constant symbols 0,
1 arising from the empty relation and the diagonal relation, respectively, as con-
stants in union-free Kleene relation algebras. Hence, there are four versions of the
previous result, but they all have the same nonfinite axiomatizability conclusion.
Remark. Theorem 4.1 also shows that the nonfinite axiomatizability of KA is
already due to the interaction between the } and * operations. It is well known that
the equational properties of the + and } operations along with the constants 0 and
1 may be captured by the equations defining idempotent semirings. On the other
hand, the equations expressing the fact that the additive structure is an (upper)
semilattice with zero, together with the equations
0*=1
x+x*=x*
x*+(x+ y)*=(x+ y)*
(x+ y*)*=(x+ y)*,
constitute a complete axiomatization of the variety generated by the multiplication-
free reducts of Kleene (relation) algebras.
Problem 4.1. Is KA finitely based over UF?
Even though any equational base for UF is necessarily infinite, it would still be
interesting to determine one explicitly.
Problem 4.2. Find an equational base for UF.
An easier version of this problem is to find an equational base for equations of
UF in one variable (a set of equations that hold in UF whose logical consequen-
ces having one variable are exactly the valid equations of UF). By Theorem 4.1,
this set of equations must also be infinite.
We formulate one more problem in this section. Let 7  be the free commutative
monoid on 7. A commutative language is an arbitrary subset of 7  . Define the
algebra
CLang7=(P(7  ), +, } , *, <, [*])
of commutative languages, where } is the complex multiplication in 7  and * is
defined analogously as the Kleene star operation for ordinary languages. The
union-free reduct of CLang7 is denoted by UFCLang7 and the subalgebra of
UFCLang7 generated by [[a]: a # 7] is denoted by UFCReg7 . The elements of
UFCReg7 are called union-free commutative regular languages. The variety
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generated by all algebras CLang7 is denoted by C, while the variety UFC is deter-
mined by all algebras UFCLang7 (or equivalently, by all commutative subalgebras
of algebras UFRel(A)).
Problem 4.3. Is UFC finitely based?
Recall that it is known that C is not finitely based, according to the result of
Redko [24]. An axiom system for C (also found by Redko) consists of equations
defining |-idempotent Conway *-semirings, together with the commutativity
identity xy= yx and the following identities,
x*y*=(xy)* (x*+ y*), (10)
x*=(1+x+ } } } +x p&1)(x p)*, (11)
for all prime numbers p. It can be shown that, for a given prime number p, Eq. (11)
is in |-idempotent Conway *-semirings equivalent to P(Zp); see [6].
5. THE CONVERSION OPERATION
Definition 5.1. For a set A, let UFRel 6 (A) be the algebra obtained from
UFRel(A) by enriching its operations by the conversion of relations 6 given by
R [ R 6 =[(b, a): (a, b) # R].
By UF 6 we denote the variety generated by all algebras UFRel 6 (A).
The following problem is motivated by a result from [11].
Problem 5.1. Is UF 6 finitely based relatively to UF? If yes, determine a finite
set of identities axiomatizing UF 6 relative to UF.
On the other hand, it is easy to prove that the variety generated by language
structures UFLang 67 , obtained by equipping the algebra UFLang7 with the opera-
tion of reversal, L [ L 6 , is finitely based relative to UF. The only additional
equations needed are the involution axioms (xy) 6 = y 6x 6 , (x*) 6 =(x 6 )*, and
0 6 =0.
Knowing a relative axiomatization asked for in the problem above, it would be
possible to show that UF 6 is not finitely axiomatized itself. Nevertheless, in what
follows, we are going to prove just this assertion even without knowing the solution
to the problem in question. To do that, we are going to use another special kind
of generalized Conway model composed of two finite groups, with an additional
involution operation.
Definition 5.2. Let D( p, q) be the generalized Conway model MT (Zpq , D4),
equipped with an involution operation 6 , as follows. Here Zpq is again the cyclic
group of order pq, with p<q prime, and D4 is the symmetry group of the square,
the dihedral group of degree 4. Recall that the elements of D4 are the axial sym-
metries with respect to lines a, b, c, and d (see the figure), the rotations \?2O and
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\&?2O around O with angle \?2, the central symmetry with respect to O, and the
identity mapping of the plane. All axial symmetries _a , _b , _c , and _d generate
cyclic subgroups of D4 of order 2. Note that the subgroups Ha=((_a)) and
Hc=((_c)) do not commute, since
_a b _c=\?2O
and
_c b _a=\&?2O .
Now let T[1]=<, TZp=Ha , TZq=Hc , and TZpq=D4 . Finally,
6 is defined
pointwise,
A 6 =[a&1: a # A],
where a&1 denotes the group inverse element of a # Zpq _ D4 (regarding whether
a # Zpq or a # D4).
Since the mapping T is defined in D( p, q) so that the corresponding generalized
Conway model is *-monotone, conjugation stable, and |-idempotent, we
immediately have
Lemma 5.1. D( p, q) satisfies the equations defining |-idempotent Conway
*-semirings.
The crucial fact we are going to make use of is that we know an explicit
axiomatization of the variety of Kleene algebras with conversion KA 6 relative to
KA. Recall that KA 6 is generated by all algebras Rel 6 (A).
Theorem 5.1 (E sik and Berna tsky [11]). The variety KA 6 of Kleene algebras
with conversion is finitely based relative to KA by the involution identities
(x+ y) 6 =x 6 + y 6 , (12)
(xy) 6 =y 6x 6 , (13)
(x*) 6 =(x 6 )*, (14)
(x 6 ) 6 =x, (15)
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and the identity
x+xx 6x=xx 6x. (16)
Now we check whether the equations from the above theorem hold in a class of
generalized Conway models, to which our model D( p, q) will certainly belong.
Proposition 5.1. Let G and H be any finite groups. Then any generalized Con-
way model of the form MT (G, H), with 6 determined analogously as in Definition 5.2
above, satisfies (12)(16).
Proof. Since 6 is defined as a pointwise application of the group inverse, (13)
and (15) follow as a consequence of well-known group identities, while (12) is
obvious. So, to prove the proposition, we actually need to check (14) and (16).
Suppose first that AG. Then
(A*) 6 =(((A)) _ T((A))) 6 =((A)) 6 _ T 6((A))=((A)) _ T((A))=A*,
since K&1=K holds for any group K. As A and A 6 obviously generate the same
subgroup of G, we have
(A 6 )*=A*.
Now turn to the general case. Then
(A*) 6 =( (A & H) _ (A & G)*) 6 =( (A & H) 6 _ ((A & G)*) 6 )
=( (A 6 & H) _ (A 6 & G)*) =(A 6 )*,
because it is easily verified that in the semigroup GH, (B) 6 =(B 6 ) holds for any
BG _ H.
Finally,
A=[a: a # A]=[aa&1a: a # A]
[a: a # A][a&1: a # A][a: a # A]=AA 6A
is true for any AG _ H, which proves (16). K
Theorem 5.2. There exists no finite set of equations true in KA 6 which proves
all valid equations of UF6 in one variable. Therefore, the variety UF 6 is not
finitely based.
Proof. Analogously as in Theorem 4.1, the assumption that UF 6 is finitely
based implies that the |-idempotent Conway *-semiring axioms, (12)(16), and the
group matrix identity P(Sn), for a sufficiently large n, prove all valid equations of
UF 6 . But then, according to Lemma 5.1 and Propositions 5.1 and 4.1, D( p, q) is
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a model for all these equations. However, when p, q are primes with n<p<q, this
model also fails to satisfy
(x p)* (xq)*=(xq)* (x p)*,
which holds in UF 6 as well, because the interpretation x [ a, where a is the
generator of the cyclic group Zpq , yields Zpq _ HcHa on the left-hand side (because
Ha _ Hc _ HcHa=HcHa) and Zpq _ Ha Hc on the right-hand side of the above
equation. But HaHc {Hc Ha as already noted, so the obtained contradiction
concludes the proof. K
The above proof is also suitable to demonstrate
Corollary 5.1. The variety generated by all language algebras UFLang 67 is
not finitely based.
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